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We are the front-line 
healers in the 

company. We need to 
come together, get 
aligned and excited, 
and reprioritise our 

time.









Leaning into uncertainty is 
one way leaders can prepare 

for the next normal. 

Peter Schwartz, 
Futurist and Senior Vice-President, Strategic Planning, Salesforce









Bounce Back: 
Cultivate a Culture of Growth

Refine Reroute Resource Recharge



1. Refine 



Embrace constraints
to define and refine 
the goal.



Refine your focus: 

Ask your people: what do they 
need now?  

Which elements of your employee 
engagement strategy needs 

strengthening?

How do you make space for what 
matters most, Marie Kondo style? 

rg.co/northstar
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Improvement on: Work 
effectiveness

Employee 
engagement Wellbeing

Job security + financial stability +16.9% +52.9% +53.3%

Compensation + benefits +21.2% +45.6% +44.5%

Trust in leadership +23.7% +47.6% +45.4%

Relationship with company +20.9% +49.9% +51.3%

Non-financial recognition +20.4% +55.1% +49.3%

Involvement +14.8% 32.4% 21.1%

Alignment with organisational purpose + 
values +20.3% 49.0% 49.3%

Source: McKinsey & Company - 
Covid-19 and the employee experience: How leaders can seize the moment

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid-19-and-the-employee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment


Refine your focus: 

Ask your people: what 
do they need now?  

Which elements of your employee 
engagement strategy needs 

strengthening?

How do you make space for what 
matters most, Marie Kondo style? 
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2. Reroute



Identify path 
dependencies and 
intentionally reroute to 
get from point A to B.



Reroute:

Identify and break your 
path dependencies

Test something new, 
get feedback quickly

Cultivate trust and the ability to 
‘fail fast’ with openness + visibility
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3. Resource



Find a way to resource 
your idea by leveraging 
things you already have



Leverage your existing resources:

Identify and leverage existing 
ambassadors 

Embrace technology that helps you 
do more with less

Share accountability for 
engagement + culture
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4. Recharge



Recharge culture by 
celebrating connection 
and contribution



Recharge your culture regularly:

Sustain momentum by aligning 
purpose with progress

Celebrate individual contribution

Cultivate connection and 
community
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Recharge your culture regularly:

Sustain momentum with
 purpose and progress

Celebrate individual 
contribution

Cultivate connection 
and community



“Almost every HR 
department I talk to is in the 

process of transforming. 

We no longer ‘serve the 
business’ or ‘sit at the table’. 
We are central and critical to 

the company’s survival, 
response, and long-term 

success.”

Josh Bersin, Global Industry Analyst
Founder of Bersin by Deloitte
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